
Evergreen Exchange with Louis Gave (Episode 1)

At Evergreen Gavekal, we’re committed to providing EVA readers with new and relevant
content. Beyond types of content we put out into the ether, we’re also constantly considering
easier ways for EVA readers to consume what can be a fairly lengthy newsletter. While EVA is
great, we understand not everyone has the time to sit down and read it cover to cover. To that
end, we’ve decided to start producing a monthly podcast as a change-of-pace alternative.
Anyone that’s listened to a podcast like Serial or This American Life – or even a book on tape -
knows that the auditory approach to content affords listeners the flexibility to consume it on their
terms. Ours, the Evergreen Exchange, is no different. You can throw it on at the gym, while on a
walk – whenever it’s convenient. We’re excited about the guests we’ll interview and think you’ll
enjoy their industry perspectives, entertaining background stories, and everything in between.

With that, our pilot episode focuses on Gavekal partner Louis Gave, as CEO Tyler Hay sits
down with him to discuss the current economic climate, how to say his last name, and much
more.

We hope you enjoy!

Click to play or visit our podcast page here.

DISCLOSURE: This material has been prepared or is distributed solely for informational
purposes only and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or instrument or to
participate in any trading strategy. Tyler Hay, David Hay and Louis Gave have investments in
Aedelhard; this is not a recommendation or offering for an investment in this company. Any
opinions, recommendations, and assumptions included in this presentation are based upon
current market conditions, reflect our judgment as of the date of this presentation, and are
subject to change. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investments involve
risk including the loss of principal. All material presented is compiled from sources believed to
be reliable, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed and Evergreen makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness. Securities highlighted or discussed in this communication are
mentioned for illustrative purposes only and are not a recommendation for these securities.
Evergreen actively manages client portfolios and securities discussed in this communication
may or may not be held in such portfolios at any given time. Louis Gave’s has an equity
ownership in Evergreen. Louis’ views and opinions are his own, and are not necessarily the
views of Evergreen.

https://anchor.fm/evergreen-gavekal7

